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Retired after Twenty-one years of in-depth experience in maintaining and repairing
Naval Diesel engines and auxiliary equipment with exceptional technical 
expertise. Continuing my mechanical training and education with Navajo County.

2003 – 2013
DIESEL MECHANIC - ABC CORPORATION

 Conducted preventative maintenance on county vehicles and sheriffs patrol 
units, and conducting road calls on down equipment.

 Performed major brake jobs on various country vehicles, to maintain equipment 
in top operating status.

 Removed and replaced engine and subassemblies such as transmission on track
vehicles.

 Transported logistical materials to work area using 5 LMTVs, and forklifts.
 Inspected, repaired and analyzed all maintenance defects of a fleet that 

consisted of 75 vehicles.
 Did complete overhauls on vehicles such as complete engine replacement, 

transmission overhaul, rear axle replacement, etc.
 Inflated tires on a test machine and adjusted controls to simulate road 

conditions.

1995 – 1998
 MECHANIC - ENTRY LEVEL - ABC CORPORATION

 Participated actively with team servicing of every customer vehicle to ensure 
fast, expert service.

 Dedicated work time to providing excellent customer service.
 Promoted teamwork to delivery times and accurate customer care during all 

operating hours.
 Demonstrated a sense of responsive urgency to every customer no matter what

service is required.
 Used the Quality Service Evaluation (QSE) form to understand customer service 

advisers and customer service managers instructions.
 Communicated with Auto Center Manager, Customer Service Adviser and other 

Technicians to meet Automotive time standards and to exceed customer 
requirements.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role.
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EDUCATION

High School - 1993(Cedar Hill High School - Cedar Hill, TX)General Education - 
(Oak Harbor High School - Oak Harbor, WA)

SKILLS

Forklift Operator, Mechanic, Account Management, Inventory Management, Quality 
Control
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